
To drew your attention to possitile news interest I deal separately with this 
short selection from more records in one of thr ticklers. 14 relates to LBJ's 

paranoia about the JFK assassination and criticism of the official investigations. 

He wanted Director Hoover to write e book refuting all of us. It was so nutty an 

idea even his emissary, Abe Frotas, opposed it. Wick, in Deloach's operation, fugured 

out the end run that worked and the book idea was abandoned in favor of it, (It 

involved overt journalistic whoring by Sid Evstein, they city editor of the Washington 

Star.) The relevance of this and the related records is that in order to refute and 

respond to what the exities had written the FEI necessafily had to have the inforuse 

tion on and about us, whéch Phillips sowre it didn't in this ease in which Dellas as 

the Office or Orgin was the major repository. 

There wasn another "booix writing” detail in 1970, again requiring both 

records and ready access,
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=. raised by critics with respect to the differences as shown in the 

: autopsy between the FBI reports and the final conclusion of the 

Warren Comnission. I told Justice Fortas this would be brought ° 

to the Director's attention and I felt certain the Director 

would be agreeable to the issuance of a statement in this regard 

so long as the statement pertains to this one point. 

I brought up the subject of Uarold Reis with Justice 

Fortas. After outlining to him the fact that Reis was undoubtedly 

responsible for any misunderstanding which had arisen between the 

Department and the FBI, Justice Fortas interrupted me and said 

he had known Reis for many years and dislikeihin intensely ever 

since he, Justice Fortas, had represented the Puerto Rican Govern- 

ment in dealings for the United States. He stated Reis had stuck 

a knife in his back on more than one occasion. Justice Fortas 

stated in one instance he had told former Attorney General 

Katzenbach in President Johnson's presence of the fact that Reis 

had a very brazen, undesirable nersonality and that Katzenbach 

should get rid of him. Fortas asked me to tell this fact to 

Ramsey Clark the next time I see Clark. I will, of course, do 

that this afternoon. 

  

Pursuant to the Director's instructions, we are 

| preparing a statement in line with the President's and Justice 

Fortas' request. 

Respectfylly, 

Yo x , 

Cc - D. DeLoach 
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